
BULLETIN 2
5 DAYS MTBO PILSEN 2021

Ahoj O-bikerky a O-bikeři,
Welcome to the 9th 5 Day MTBO races prepared for you by the club KOS Slavia Plzeň. For the first time in

history, we chose one of the most beautiful places near Pilsen for the center - the Ejpovice campsite, which offers
comfortable and romantic accommodation, the possibility of swimming and other sports, proximity to beautiful Pilsen
and attractive racing terrains. In addition to the surrounding forests, you will see Letkov, Klabava and Ejpovice during the
races.

In preparing for this year, we tried to follow the slogan: "The strongest survive". That is why we also moved the
center from the originally planned Vrchbělá complex to us in Pilsen. We keep the Vrchbělá complex for the organization
of 5 days in 2023, as an official training camp before the WMTBOC 2023 in the Czech Republic.

We never doubt about the 9th year of 5days 2021 at a time when most of the organizers were scared of Covid
and did not believe that we would see you and our favorite event in July in large numbers, which we will enjoy together.
In addition to the main race, you can traditionally look forward to an embedded O-triathlon race, a performance by the
music band Quo vadis (renamed Quo vos), a millennial disco, an interview with a famous sports person, romantic verses,
even more romantic fair songs, dancing at final Pilsen party or races in drinking regime.

Of course, we ask you to observe the valid hygiene measures throughout the race.

So enjoy the 5 Days of MTBO competition and culture in Pilsen and the nearest surroundings.
For all KOS Plzeň members, Event director

Jan Hasák Hasman
3x3 je vosum
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GENERAL INFORMATION

Organizer:
KOS Slavia Plzeň, z.s.
Český svaz orientačních sportů (E2,E3,E4)

Date:
2. - 6. of July 2021

Program:
Stages:

Friday 2.7. E1, Free order, part of the overall 5DAYS ranking,
Saturday 3.7. E2, Sprint, 1st round of Czech MTBO cup,

World masters series, Young guns World series
Evening: O-triathlon

Sunday 4.7. E3, Long 2nd round of Czech MTBO cup,
World Ranking Event,Young guns World series

Monday 5.7. E4, Middle, 3rd round of Czech MTBO cup,
World Ranking Event, World masters series, Young guns World series

Tuesday 6.7. E5, Semi-free order, pursuit start based on time gap from E1- E4

Event centre:
Ejpovice camping, https://goo.gl/maps/KWm5mET6SQ7foa7r9
The Ejpovice campsite is reserved only for 5 days of MTBO, including the restaurant and catering in the tent.
Only a small part outside of the restaurant leading to the bike path will also serve tourists. The camp is not
completely fenced. Please do not leave valuables loose in tents and unlocked places.
Ejpovice Campsite opens for MTB0 5 Days at 14:00! Please do not come earlier.

Event office:
5-days MTBO (including the first stage!)

1st of July 16.00 – 22.00  in the event centre (Ejpovice camping)
2nd of July 8.00 – 9:30 in the event centre (Ejpovice camping)

Single stages:
Every evening before each  stage 18 -19:00 ,  in the event centre (Ejpovice camping)

Gift for participants:
All competitors registered to complete 5 days will receive a gift. Curious, what is it?

Maps:

MTBO, 6/2021, not waterproof. Please see details in each stage section
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Parking in campsite:
Competitors accommodated in camping can park inside the camp area. Parking cost is included in the
accommodation fee. Please follow the instruction of the organizers.

Competitors who are not accommodated in the camp are obliged to use the parking place in front of the camp -
especially while registering in the Event office on Thursday and Friday . See the map below.

The road from Ejpovice village to Klabava will be only one way - see the picture below. You can park here also before
each stage, when visiting prize giving ceremonies, evening cultural programs, etc.
Please do not drive the road in the opposite direction, do not drive in the campsite unless you are not
accommodated there and follow the instruction of organizers. Thanks in advance!

The sketch of Ejpovice campsite
- Car entrances 1-3 (marked blue) are only for accommodated competitors.
- There will be organizers at the main entrance (marked yellow). They will guide you to the car entrances. Please

follow their instructions. While the driver parks the car and pitches the tent, fellow passengers can visit the
event office and meanwhile have beer on a way back to the campsite spot.
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Starting bibs:
You will receive number bibs at the event office. Bibs must be placed visibly on your bike.
Stage 1 to 4: each competitor has the same number
Stage 5: the first 5 competitors in each class shall pick up new number bibs before the start. Other competitors
will keep their original number bibs.

Your SI number will be written on your bib. This will also serve as a proof in the bicycle storage when picking-up
your bike.

Punching:
Categories WM10, M11,W11, M14,W14, OPEN will use the BSF8 control station (short air). Control stations will
be set into Air mode - allowing remote punching up to 40 cm. All competitors in these categories can use older
versions of SI cards and punch constantly.
All other categories will use BSF11 control stations (long - range air up to 1,8m). All competitors in these
categories must use SIAC. All other SI cards will not be working! There is simply no hole in the control stations…

All other categories MW11,MW14,Open
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SIAC cards can be rented in the event office for a limited amount.
Price for rent:
SI: 50,-Kč/day. Depozit for not-registered competitors: 1000,-Kč.
SIAC: 100,-Kč/day. Depozit for not-registered competitors: 2000,-Kč.

There will be a battery check control unit in the event office.

In case of “photo finish” in 5th stage, competitors’ order on the finish line is conclusive. There will be both
control stations in the finish - short/ long-range Air (BS11-BS) and contact punch station (BSF8)

In  case of SI malfunction please punch mechanically in to the map. The map must be handed over at the finish
to the main referee and marked with the number of the competitor..

Equipment Check:
Equipment checks will be performed at the start for classes WM10, WM11 and W/M 14 only. You will not be
admitted to the race without wearing a helmet. The bikes of all competitors must have the tires with a
minimum width of 1.5’’.

Refreshment:
Drinks will be available in the finish area of each stage. Respecting Covid 19 and protecting our environment we
prefer to serve you a drink into your own bidons.

Bike wash:
In the Event centre - water sources and buckets and brushes.

Results:
Preliminary results will be displayed during stages. Official results in the evening in the event centre. Online
results will be published on: http://mtbo5days.eu/live/

Online results can be found on liveresultat.orientering.se You will find the links to the online results stages 1 - 5
also on the MTBO 5 Days webpage: mtbo5days.eu/results/
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Prize giving ceremony:
At 19:30 after stages 1 and 4, at 17:30 after stages 2 and 3.
At 2 p.m. after the 5th stage (overall results only).
Time of the ceremony will be also announced by the speaker during the race.

Jerseys:
As you've got used to prestigious cycling events, distinguished competitors (men and women) will obtain
colored jerseys (competitors will pass jerseys at each prize-giving ceremony to the next holders):

● Yellow – YELLOW GUY – leader in M21E and W21E in overall ranking after each stage.
● Green – SPRINTER – competitor with the fastest lap time from the last checkpoint to the finish of the

stage (M and W class separately). If the lap times were equal, the better position in his/her class
decides first, then the overall time.

● Dotted – LUCKY LOSER – competitor in 4th place with the smallest gap to the bronze medal. In case of
the same gap for more competitors, seniority is the priority.

● Black - BLACK JOKER - competitor with the biggest time gap to his/her class winner
The jerseys are passed to the new owners every evening, so bring yours, if you’re the current owner!

First aid:
There will be an ambulance with medics in the event centre. The ambulance will always be ready to go to the
forest. Phone number is: +420 608 704 733. The ambulance will always be faster to the rescue on line 155. The
Hospital - Fakultní nemocnice Plzeň ( https://www.fnplzen.cz/ ) is 15’ by car. We firmly hope it will not be
necessary to use both services.

Bike depository:
A lockable area will be temporarily built . Its size is limited and it has no ceiling. Storage opening hours 6 pm –
7:30 pm. Pick up hours 8 am – 9:00 a.m. When picking up your bike it is necessary to show your SI number. The
SI number must match the SI number on the bib of the bike you want to pick up.
Together with the SI number may be required also the brand/ color and other details of the bicycle.

Wrist tapes:
All competitors will receive wrist tapes for competitor identification, please wear them for the whole event.
There will be different colours for accommodates in the campsite and other competitors. The campsite owner
may require proof of identity to the MTBO 5 Days.

Protests:
Protests shall be handed over to the main referee within 30 minutes after publication of the official results and
are subject to a 200 CZK fee.
The 3rd and 4th stage - category M21E and W21E follow the IOF rules for the WRE competitions.

Jury:
Expected Jury for czech cup races: Leoš Bogar, Jan Svoboda, Aleš Linhart.
For WRE competitions also: Anke Danowski, Michaela Gigon, Veronika Kubínová.

Main referee:
Aleš Richtr – 4 all stages.

Catering:
There will be two big party tents (Pilsner Urquell). The camp site owner will arrange catering.
Breakfasts
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- self service buffet (also known as “Sweedish table”)
- Hot drinks (Tea, coffee, juice, water)
- Meals (Eggs, sausages, vegetables, fruit, müsli, sweet/ salty baking, yogurt, butter, honey, jam,)
- 7:30 - 10:00
- Price 100Kč
- Can be ordered in any beer bar/ tent - latest the day before.

Lunches
- in the party tent - no order needed

Dinners
- You can choose from 4-5 hot meals + soup
- starts at 18:00
- Price: 120 - 150 Kč/ meal

Drinks: Prazdroj 12 , Gambrinus 10 , Non-alcoholic beers, water, juice, etc. .. as in any other buffet

Maps giving at start:
E1, E2, E3, E4: 1 min before your start time
E5: right after your start

Map giving at finish:
E1 a E5: You can keep your map after finishing the race, counting on your sense of fair-play
E2, E3, E4: After the start of the last recer and later in the evening after the prize giving ceremony.

Children’s corner:
E1 - E5: in the event center Ejpovice campsite
Children’s corner (for the children of 2-5 age) opens 30 minutes before the 00’
Start every day and close 60min (100min for long distance) after the start of the last competitor.
Children age: 2-5 years.
Provide your children with food and drink.
Pick up your children just after you finish your race, without any delay.

Children that are sick, unwell and crying do not belong to and will not be accepted to the
corner.

Other tents:
Haven -  No only cycling fashion
AutoPILOT - mapholders
Miry – mapholders

Partners of the race:
Město Plzeň
Plzeňský kraj
Obec Ejpovice
Sport kemp Ejpovice
Swietelsky - construction company

Streicher - Maschinenbau Firma

AC Heating - Absolutely clever heating
CCA group a.s. - software company
Škoda Transportation a.s.
Haven - sponsor ČP MTBO - sport fashion producer and designer
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CykloPoint - Cycling shop
SPORTICUS - sponsor of czech České MTBO team
Malý cyklista - internet cycling shop

SCHUNK Intec s.r.o. - Superior clamping and gripping

Rules:
Competitions will be running in accordance with the MTBO rules and competition rules of ČSOS.
IOF rules will be used for WRE events - stages 3 and 4 (M21E and W21E only).

Useful rules and pieces of advice:

You compete at your own risk in all races.
Ride and pass by on the right hand side!
Overtaking procedure:

- Overtaking competitor will shout “HEY” at overtaken one
- Overtaken competitor will get out maximally to the right side and let overtaking one go on
- Overtaking competitor thanks ☺

Bike service:
Cyklopoint in the event centre,  call for Jájin

Friday 2.7. - on phone
Saturday 3.7. - from 13:30 and on the phone
Sunday 4.7. - after competition, on phone and 18 - 19
Monday 5.7. - after competition, on phone and 18 - 19
Tuesday 6.7. - after competition, on phone and
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STAGE 1

„Boneshaking Kokot hill ride“

Date: Friday 2.7.2021

Type of race: free order

Event centre: Ejpovice camping, GPS: 49.7528408N, 13.5123003E, https://goo.gl/maps/yMxczLsSN9L1CKWdA

Parking: For all competitors in Ejpovice camping - no need. All reachable by bicycle.

Competitors who are not accommodated in the Ejpovice camping area are obliged to use the
parking place in front of the Ejpovice camping site, approx 500m in front of the Campsite
entrance on the road between Ejpovice and Klabava. The road will be closed during the whole
MTBO 5 Days for the public and one-way for competitors. (See map pg.3)

Map: Naše Kokotsko, 1:15 000, E=5m, 6/2021, dimension A4

Terrain: The whole terrain creates a Kokot hill slope with a medium-dense path network. Otherwise it is
quite hilly with a bunch of roots.

Distances: Event center - start
3,7 km, climbing 80m

Event center - finish
1,5 km

The way to the start and from the finish will not be marked, see the map at the end of Bulletin,
ask in the event office or simply ask your friend.

Start: Interval, 00 = 12:00, Open category starts on the starting box in the time 0 - 120 min according
to the instructions of the starter.

Courses details:

Category
Air length

[km]
Number of

controls

Climbing

[m]
Category

Air length

[km]
Number of

controls

Climbing

[m]

MW10 cross along the mark track MW11 3,6 6 40

M14 7,1 10 110 W14 6,3 10 105

M17 10,4 18 265 W17 8,1 15 200

M20 13,3 22 275 W20 9,0 16 225
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M21E 14,5 25 345 W21E 12,1 22 295

M21A 13,3 22 275 W21A 9,0 16 225

M21B 9,6 18 255 W21B 7,3 13 150

M40A 13,2 23 330 W40 8,1 15 200

M40B 9,6 18 255 W50 7,2 13 150

M50 11,7 20 295 W60 7,2 13 150

M60 10,4 18 265 W70 6,0 12 100

M70 7,2 13 150 OPEN 7,9 13 120

Attention 1: The way to the start leads through Klabava village partly along the main road. Please follow
the traffic rules, be careful  and patient.

Attention 2: Following symbols are used in the map.

714.0

dangerous object/ obstacle
on the path. E.g. fallen
trees

711.0

On the map, forbidden road
sections are marked with a
711 forbidden procedure sign

709.0

Out of bounds area

Attention 3: Most of courses will visit Klabava village. Please follow traffic rules. The race takes place during
full road traffic, so follow the appropriate rules. If you are coming on a side road, give priority to
the cars on the main road.. The organizers will be on crossings, follow their instructions.

Attention 4: The finish is close to the tourist area. Please watch the pedestrians.

Winning times: Expected winning time is similar as for middle distance according to the Czech MTBO rules
(http://www.mtbo.cz/sekce/dokumenty/2021/provadeci_pokyny_mtbo_2021.pdf)

Refreshment: Drinks will be available in the finish area of each stage. Respecting Covid 19 and protecting our
environment we prefer to serve you a drink into your own bidons, rather than to use plastic
cups. The beer in the event centre is of course.
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Limit: 150 min

Finish closing: 16:50

Prize giving ceremony: 19:30 in the Event center

Course setter: Ondra Kevo Hasman

Keys to victory:

1. First of all - visit all controls
2. Watch the numbers - control codes!
3. Warm up properly
4. Enjoy the KOKOT hills

MW10: XC on a marked track near the camp in Ejpovice.
Map: without map
Start: from event office will be marked with green-white streamers
Finish: right next to the start

SI Reading in the center immediately after reaching the finish line.
The MW10 category starts on the starting box from 12:00 to 15:00

Attention: Competition area is a place with higher movement of people - pay extra attention
and caution

Cultural program: Discussion with a guest - a current sports celebrity from Pilsen.
Live results: Online results can be foundon liveresultat.orientering.se You will find the links to the online

results stages 1 - 5 also on the MTBO 5 Days webpage: mtbo5days.eu/results/
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STAGE 2

„Rather forest sprint“
Date: Saturday 3.7.2019

Type of race: sprint,   1st round of Czech cup, WMS

Event centre:: Ejpovice camping, GPS: 49.7528408N, 13.5123003E, https://goo.gl/maps/yMxczLsSN9L1CKWdA

Parking: For all competitors in Ejpovice camping - no need. All reachable by bicycle.

Competitors who are not accommodated in the Ejpovice camping are obliged to use the parking
place in front of the Ejpovice camping, approx 500m in front of Campsite entrance on the road
between Ejpovice and Klabava. The road will be closed during the whole MTBO 5 Days for the
public and one-way for competitors. (See map pg.3)

Map: Můj Pytel, 1:7 500, E=5m, 6/2021, dimension A3

Terrain: Forest sprint with a dense network of paths (places with roots) and new footpaths

Distances: Center – finish:

2,7 km. Be careful when entering road 605, follow the organizer´s instructions.

Center – start:

3,8 km, climbing 120 m.

The way to the start and from the finish will not be marked, see the map at the end of Bulletin,
in the event center ask in the event office or simply ask your friend.

Start: interval, 00 = 10:00, Open category starts on the starting box in the time 0 - 120 min according
to the instructions of the starter. Blue/ white ribbons will guide you to the start from the Event
center.

Courses details:

Category
Air length

[km]

Number
of

controls

Climbing

[m]
Category

Air length

[km]

Number
of

controls

Climbing

[m]

MW10 2,7 8 70 MW11 2,9 8 40

M14 3,8 12 75 W14 3,6 10 70

M17 5,1 17 110 W17 4,3 13 80

M20 5,7 21 130 W20 4,8 17 95

M21E 6,2 23 130 W21E 5,4 21 115

M21A 5,7 21 130 W21A 4,8 17 95

M21B 5,0 17 115 W21B 4,0 11 90
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M40A 5,9 20 130 W40 4,3 13 80

M40B 5,0 17 115 W50 3,7 15 65

M50 5,4 19 125 W60 3,7 15 65

M60 5,1 17 110 W70 3,4 12 60

M70 3,7 15 65 OPEN 4,2 14 85

Refreshment station: Drinks will be available in the finish area of each stage. Respecting Covid 19 and protecting our
environment we prefer to serve you a drink into your own bidons, rather than to use plastic
cups. The beer in the event centre is of course.

WC: In the  Event center

Time limit: 60 min

Finish closing: 13:35

Winning times:: Expected winning times are according to the Czech MTBO rules
(http://www.mtbo.cz/sekce/dokumenty/2021/provadeci_pokyny_mtbo_2021.pdf)

and yes, it is something like 15 - 25 min based on the category)

Prize giving ceremony: 17:30 in the event center, after triathlon

Course setter: Honza Hasák Hasman a Ondra Kevo Hasman

Attention 1: Be careful in the middle part of the race, you can meet faster or significantly slower racers.
Over take them by the rule above. Do not forget to say HEY and THANKS or ride aside.

Attention 2: Following symbols are used in the map. Please do not enter the area of the municipal
water reservoir, leisure park and playground !!

714.0

dangerous object/ obstacle
on the path. E.g. fallen
trees

711.0

On the map, forbidden road
sections are marked with a
711 forbidden procedure sign

709.0

Out of bounds area

Key to victory:
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1. Master the speed and order of controls
2. Read codes of controls
3. Turn right in time on the small paths
4. Do not hit other competitors
5. Do not hesitate to ride through the narrow path through the trees
6. Find the right mouflon path

MW10: Map: Kidí  Kokotsko, 1:10 000, E=5m, 6/2021, dimension A4
Start: 1,3 km from Event Center (reception of camp) - green and white streamers
Finish: close to start
Category MW10 starts using the starting box from 12:00 to 14:00.
SI reading in the camp immediately after arrival.
Course setter: Marcela Máca Staňková

Afternoon: Relay race in O-triathlon. (See the last pages of these instructions).

Evening culture: 18:00 UEFA Euro 2021, Czech rep. - Denmark (2:0)
Rock Disco of millennials

Live results: Online results can be foundon liveresultat.orientering.se You will find the links to the online
results stages 1 - 5 also on the MTBO 5 Days webpage: mtbo5days.eu/results/
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Stage 3

„Have you trained? Show that!”

Date: Sunday 4. 7. 2021

Type of race: Long distance - 2nd  round of Czech cup, WRE

Event centre:: Ejpovice camping, GPS: 49.7528408N, 13.5123003E, https://goo.gl/maps/yMxczLsSN9L1CKWdA

Parking: For all competitors in Ejpovice camping - no need. All reachable by bicycle.

Competitors who are not accommodated in the Ejpovice camping are obliged to use the parking
place in front of the Ejpovice camping, approx 500m in front of Campsite entrance on the road
between Ejpovice and Klabava. The road will be closed during the whole MTBO 5 Days for the
public and one-way for competitors. (See map pg.3)

Map: Čípa Čilina, 1:10000, E=5m, 6/2021, dimension A3

Terrain: The peak of the competition area is the Čilina hill - mostly pine forest with medium-dense path
network.

Distances: Event center - start

3,5 km.It leads partly along the 3rd class road and you cross the road 605 - BE

AWARE! -> climbing 70 m.

Event center - finish

2,5 km. Be careful when entering road 605, follow the organizer´instructions.

The way to the start and from the finish will not be marked, see the map at the end of Bulletin,
in the event center ask in the event office or simply ask your friend.

Start: Intervall, 00 = 10:00, Open category starts on the starting box in the time 0 - 120 min according
to the instructions of the starter. Blue/ white streamers will guide you to the start from the
Event center.

Courses details:

Category

Air
length

[km]

Number
of

controls

Climbing

[m]
Category

Air length

[km]
Number of

controls

Climbing

[m]

MW10 Foot -o free order MW11 6,5 8 75

M14 7 9 110 W14 6,8 9 100
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M17 14,7 13 280 W17 14,2 16 260

M20 19,5 20 420 W20 14,5 14 290

M21E 25,0 24 560 WE 17,5 18 410

M21A 19,5 20 420 W21A 14,5 14 290

M21B 14,2 14 310 W21B 10,7 12 210

M40A 19,1 19 400 W40 14,2 16 260

M40B 14,2 14 310 W50 11,5 11 230

M50 16,5 13 280 W60 11,5 11 230

M60 14,7 13 280 W70 11,3 13 210

M70 11,5 11 230 OPEN 13,3 14 170

Refreshment point: No, there is no refreshment point in the forest. Guys don’t be ladies! Sorry ladies ;-) Take
your own gels, bottles, and camelbags. Only in the finish area.

Drinks will be available in the finish area of each stage. Respecting Covid 19 and protecting our
environment we prefer to serve you a drink into your own bidons, rather than to use plastic
cups. The beer in the event centre is of course.

WC: Only in the event center

Time limit: 180 min

Finish closing: 16:30

Prize giving ceremony: 19:00 in the event center

Winning times: Expected winning time is similar as for long distance according to the Czech MTBO rules
(http://www.mtbo.cz/sekce/dokumenty/2021/provadeci_pokyny_mtbo_2021.pdf)

IOF Advisor Věrka Pařízková

Course setter: Ondřej Háša Hašek

Attention: There are 3 exclamation marks “ !!! ” on the map because the bees are located in that place
The section from the last control to the finish is NOT MARKED, it is your choice, as you reach
the finish line, do not miss the forbidden roads !!!

Keys to victory:

▪ Do not overheat the first hill, but also do not save your force unnecessarily, it is not Himalayas :-)
▪ Never doubt your choice, the right builder never knows which way is faster, show him.

▪ Drive the singletracks smoothly and let the faster riders go.

MW10: FREE ORDER - without bikes, on your own :-)
Mapa OB: Kosí v rákosí, 1:4 000, E=2m, 6/2021, dimension A5???
Start: from campsite - Green/ white streamers (approx 1km)
Finish: the same spot as start
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Category MW10 starts in the time from 10:00 do 14:00. Čas se neměří
Course setter: Marcela Máca Staňková
Attention: There is dangerous downhill - marked also in the map. See picture below

Cultural program: 18:20 WOC Sprint relay (on TV)
Concert of the band Quo Vadis.

Live results: Online results can be foundon liveresultat.orientering.se You will find the links to the online
results stages 1 - 5 also on the MTBO 5 Days webpage: mtbo5days.eu/results/
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Stage 4

„Fast! But be precise!”

Date: Monday 5. 7. 2021, WRE, WMS

Type of race: Middle distance - 3rd round of Czech cup, World masters series (WMS), World Ranking Event
(WRE)

Event center: Ejpovice camping, GPS: 49.7528408N, 13.5123003E, https://goo.gl/maps/yMxczLsSN9L1CKWdA

Parking/ transfer: For all competitors in Ejpovice camping - no need. All reachable by bicycle.

Competitors who are not accommodated in the Ejpovice camping are obliged to use the parking
place in front of the Ejpovice camping, approx 500m in front of Campsite entrance on the road
between Ejpovice and Klabava. The road will be closed during the whole MTBO 5 Days for the
public and one-way for competitors. (See map page .3)

Map: Ctiradův pytel, 1:10 000, E=5m, 6/2021, dimension A3

Terrain: The race takes place in two forests, which are separated by a motorway. The motorway can be
traversed with marked underpasses. The way of drawing underpasses on the map is shown in
the picture below.

The terrain of the first half of the race (the southern part of the map) forms a gentle hill with a
dense network of solid roads. “The dots paths” here are mainly traces of forest technology
during woodworking. Here the legs and physical readiness of the individual will decide.

The terrain of the second half of the race is identical to the sprint, it is formed by the slope of
Jandova skála. There is a dense network of narrow, rooty paths in the terrain. The terrain is
different in character from the first part of the race, often without significant undergrowth.
Here, the map readiness of the competitor may be decisive.

And yes, there is a route choice in almost all courses, so choose it well!

!!! Follow the organizer´s instructions when crossing the Letkov - Tymákov road !!!

Distances: Event center - start

6 km, along the local road in the village

Event center - finish
3,8 km downhill following the yellow sign

The way to the start and from the finish will not be marked, see the map at the end of Bulletin,
in the event center ask in the event office or simply ask your friend.

Most of the way to the start is on the road - please ride on the right side of the rouad and BE
CAREFUL, ESPECIALLY AT THE CROSSING IN TYMAKOV (The cars ride fast there and the view is
bad)

Start: Interval, 00 = 10:00, Open category starts on the starting box in the time 0 - 120 min according
to the instructions of the starter. Blue/ white ribbons will guide you to the start from the Event
centre.
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Finish: 3,8 km from the finnish through Kyšice village, see the map. There will be a SIAC reading in the
finish.
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Courses details:

Category

Air
length

[km]

Number
of

controls

Climbing

[m]
Category

Air length

[km]
Number of

controls

Climbing

[m]

MW10 2,7 8 40 MW11 5,6 12 95

M14 7,1 13 160 W14 6,3 12 160

M17 7,5 14 180 W17 7 12 180

M20 12 20 200 W20 7,1 13 180

M21E 12,7 24 305 W21E 10,6 16 235

M21A 10,9 200 200 W21A 7,1 13 180

M21B 7,4 14 180 W21B 6,9 11 180

M40A 11,6 19 290 W40 7 12 180

M40B 7,4 14 180 W50 6,4 11 140

M50 7,8 16 200 W60 6,4 11 140

M60 7,5 14 180 W70 6,3 12 130

M70 6,4 11 140 OPEN 6,9 15 162

Refreshment station: There is no one. It´s the middle distance.

Drinks will be available in the finish area of each stage. Respecting Covid 19 and protecting our
environment we prefer to serve you a drink into your own bidons, rather than to use plastic
cups. The beer in the event centre is of course.

WC: Only in the competition center

Refreshment: water in the center (1.6 km downhill) and beer in the center!

Time limit: 120 min

Finish closing: 14:30

Prize giving ceremony: 19:30 v centru závodů

Winning times: Expected winning time is similar as for middle distance according to the Czech MTBO rules
(http://www.mtbo.cz/sekce/dokumenty/2021/provadeci_pokyny_mtbo_2021.pdf)

IOF Advisor Věrka Pařízková

Course setter: Tomáš Karýk Kamaryt

Attention 0: The way to the start leads through Klabava village partly along the main road. Please follow
the traffic rules, be careful  and patient.

Attention 1: ALL CATEGORIES cross the 3rd class road, which WILL NOT BE CLOSED during the race. There will
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be organizers at all crossings, follow the organizers' instructions!

Attention 2: Sometimes the descents are steep, with grassy undergrowth and sticks unpleasant. Don't
overestimate your own abilities!

Don’t get stick in your gear you may damage your derailleur … you know
how is it with bicycle spare parts...

Attention 3: Please do not enter the area of the municipal water reservoir, leisure park and playground !!
Following symbols are used in the map.

714.0

dangerous object/
obstacle on the
path. E.g. fallen
trees

711.0

On the map,
forbidden road
sections are marked
with a 711 forbidden
procedure sign

709.0

Out of bounds area

705.0

Symbol Marked routes are
used in the map. It is used
to connect 2 parallel paths.
It will be marked by
ribbons in the forest.

Attention 4: There are two motorway underpasses on the tracks. Both are mapped with emphasis on the
level at which the competitor is riding. The organizers will move to both underpasses. When
crossing the road, follow their instructions.

Underpass 1 Underpass 2

Keys to victory:

▪ Push hard from the start
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▪ Choose the underpass well

▪ Save some brain energy for the last map part and some legs for the race finish uphill

MW10: Map: Kidí  Kokotsko, 1:10 000, E=5m, 6/2021, dimension A4
Start: 2 km from center (from camp reception) - green and white streamers
Finish: close to start

Category MW10 starts in the starting box from 12:00 to 14:00. SI reading in the camp
immediately after arrival.
Course setter: Marcela Máca Staňková

Cultural program: Pilsen party, KOS dancers, poetry, Czech and foreign fair songs, beer relays, something from the
Pilsen canciones.

Live results: Online results can be found on liveresultat.orientering.se You will find the links to the online
results stages 1 - 5 also on the MTBO 5 Days webpage: mtbo5days.eu/results/
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ETAPA 5

„Plan it in stress… after the party.“

Date: Tuesday 7.7.2021

Type of race: Middle-semifree-order, pursuit start according to the sum of time - stage 1-4

Category M11, W11, M14, W14 and OPEN - competition with fixed order of controls.

Event centre:: Ejpovice camping, GPS: 49.7528408N, 13.5123003E, https://goo.gl/maps/yMxczLsSN9L1CKWdA

Parking: For all competitors in Ejpovice camping - no need. All reachable by bicycle.

Competitors who are not accommodated in the Ejpovice camping are obligated to use the
parking place in front of the Ejpovice camping, approx. 500m in front of Campsite entrance on
the road between Ejpovice and Klabava. The road will be closed during the whole MTBO 5 Days
for the public and one-way for competitors. (See map pg.3)

Mapa: Čípa Čilina, 1:10000, E=5m, 6/2021, dimension A3

Terrain: Čilina is a hill and around there are a lot of different paths of all rideability. However, you
already know this from the 3rd stage.

Distances: Event center - start

3,8 km, little bit hilly. ATTENTION: the road to the start leads along a busy road.

Event center - finish

2,5 km. Be careful when entering road 605, follow the organizers' instructions.

The way to the start and from the finish will not be marked, see the map at the end of Bulletin,
in the event center ask in the event office or simply ask your friend.

Start: pursuit, 00 = 10:00, Open category starts on the starting box in the time 0 - 120 min according
to the instructions of the starter. Blue/ white ribbons will guide you to the start from the Event
centre. The start corridor takes 5 minutes. Be ready at least 5 min before your start.

Organizace startu:

First starting time 1. CORRIDOR 2. CORRIDOR 3. CORRIDOR

10:00 M14 W14 M11, W11

10:10 M17 W17 M50

10.20 M20 W20 M70, W70

10:30 M21B W21B W60

10:40 M21A W21A M60

10:50 M40B W40 M40A

11:00 M21E W21E W50
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Handicap start to a loss of 60 min on the winner, then interval 1 min.
The first 5 competitors in each category will pick up the appropriate start bib before the start. Other competitors keep
their own bibs.
In the case of a close finish in the 5th stage, the order of the competitors on the finish line is decide. And the finish
control is stamped behind the line.

WC: Only in the center!

Refreshment: In the finish area

Courses details:

Category

Air
length

[km]

Number
of

controls

Climbing

[m]
Category

Air length

[km]

Number
of

controls

Climbin
g

[m]
Category

Air length

[km]

MW10 kros na značené trati MW11 6,0 6 0 80

M14 7,0 8 0 140 W14 6,5 7 0 105

M17 10,0 4 12 220 W17 8,2 4 9 175

M20 11,5 4 12 245 W20 9,0 4 10 210

M21E 12,7 5 13 295 W21E 10,6 4 11 245

M21A 11,5 4 12 245 W21A 9,0 4 10 210

M21B 9,4 5 11 200 W21B 7,6 4 10 155

M40A 11,5 4 13 255 W40 8,2 4 9 175

M40B 9,4 5 11 200 W50 7,4 4 8 175

M50 10,3 4 12 215 W60 7,4 4 8 175

M60 10,0 4 12 220 W70 7,0 4 7 120

M70 7,4 4 8 175 OPEN 8,1 9 0 180

Time limit: 150 min

Finish closing: 14:45

Prize giving ceremony: Only overall results will be announced at 14:00 in the event centre.

Winning times: Expected winning time is similar as for middle distance +10% according to the Czech MTBO
rules (http://www.mtbo.cz/sekce/dokumenty/2021/provadeci_pokyny_mtbo_2021.pdf)

Course setter: Robert Gibon Anděl

Attention 1: The road to the start leads along the busy road 605. Follow the instructions of the organizers.
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Attention 2: Categories M11, W11, M14, W14 and OPEN have their own last control.

Race system: Semi-free-order. Controls connected by connectors must be passed in order. Other controls can
be punched at any time, also between controls in the obligatory order. Red markers will be
available at the start.

Key to victory:
● Do not miss the control
● Don´t do any stupidities
● Go hard!

MW10: XC on a marked track near the camp in Ejpovice.
Map: without map
Start: from presentation - green and white streamers
Finish: Close to start
SI reading: in the center immediately after reaching the finish line.

The MW10 category starts on starting box from 10:00 to 12:30
Course setter: Robert Gibon Anděl
Attention: Area with higher movement of people - pay extra attention and

caution.

Live results: Online results can be foundon liveresultat.orientering.se You will find the links to the online
results stages 1 - 5 also on the MTBO 5 Days webpage: mtbo5days.eu/results/
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O-triatlon

„Team spirit“

Date: Saturday 3. 7. 2021 at 15:45 (after E2)

Type of race: three-members relay triathlon

Legs: 1. leg: orienteering run, mass start, fixed order of controls (butterflies)

2. leg: swimming, start by passing

3. leg: MTBO, start by passing, semi-free order of controls

Changeover: Changeover is valid only by a touch of any part of the body in a changeover zone

The changeover zone will be marked with tape, respect the instructions of the organizers.

Demonstration of the changeover 15 minutes before the start (16:00).

The first leg (runner) does not read his SIAC, but passes it to the third leg (biker), who reads
the SIAC after reaching the finish line. Yes, the SI card is you relay baton

Category: There are 2 categories: M (men), D (women), mixed relays are men.

Registration: Blank application forms are available at the event office. Bring them by Friday 2 July 2021 by
19:00 to the presentation. The number is (un) limited to 60 relays. Be fast first come, first
served.

Start fee: Optional, invite the organizers for a beer!

Center: Ejpovice campsite, Plzeň, GPS Loc: 49.7528408N, 13.5123003E

Map: Kosí V rákosí: 1: 4 000, velikost A5, e = 2 m

Ejpovické útesy: 1:10 000,   size: A5
Distances: Everything is in the event center on the beach.

Map start always on the changeover (same for OB and MTBO).

Courses details:
1. leg - OB: 2 km, 10-15 minut
2. leg - swimming (without map): 300 m, 5 minut
3. leg - MTBO: 5km, 20-30 minut

Control description: On the map -> See the map if needed.

Terrain: The colorful surroundings of the Ejpovice campsite - beaches, cliffs, trails, nettles, thickets,
water, barriers, passers-by and more.

Start: Expected mass start 00 = 16:16

Punching: The relay has one SIAC, which the runner hands over to the waiting biker after the
changeover, while the second leg is in the water.

Attention 1: Check the control numbers … trust me I know what I am talking about ;-)

Attention 2: Take extra care during the race, you are moving in a popular recreational location, be
considerate of the locals.
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Attention 3: During the race, the running and biker sections will use asphalt, where cars also move. Again,
please pay extra attention, you start at your own risk.

Key to victory: Sometimes instead of looking at the map look in front of you. The controls are closer than you
think.

!!! Do not ride in to other competitors and campers - you race at your own risk !!!

Prize giving ceremony: In the event centre right after the relays

Protests: to any organizer with a deposit of one beer to each organizer in the evening party

Course setter: Michal Toša Tošík Tošner

Event director: Veronika Verča Kubínová

Main referee: Ondřej Sud Vodr Pedál Vodrážka

IT guy: Jaroslav Jaryk Křenek

Co-organizator: Sport kemp Ejpovice

Guy who does nothing: Ondřej Háša Hašek
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And finally the map with starts E1 - E5
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